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par
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Résumé

Un système de scellement à vérification optique pour l'entreposage du combus-
tible usagé du CANDU a été développé. Le scellé est obtenu grâce à un agence-
ment cristallin unique formé dans un élément d'identité/d'intégrité d'un métal
pur. Il a été conçu de façon à faciliter son installation et sa récupération
à l'aide d'outils conventionnels.

Parce que le scellé est vérifié optiquement, toute une gamme d'instruments
commerciaux, incluant ceux de l'AIEA, peut être utilisé pour le vérifier. De
plus, la vérification optique permet de s'assurer que le combustible usagé n'a
pas été détourné.
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Abstract

A removable, optically verifiable sealing
system for CANDU spent fuel storage facilities
has been developed. The seal is based on the use
of unique crystal patterns formed in a pure metal
identity/integrity element and has been designed
for easy installation and removal using simple
tooling.

Since the seal is optically verified, a wide
range of commercial instruments, including those
in use by the IAEA, can be used to verify it.
Furthermore, optical verification allows the
level of scrutiny to be matched with the degree
of confidence required to be confident that spent
fuel has not been diverted*

1. The Requirement For An Optical Seal

The application of IAEA Safeguards to CANDU
reactors requires that the spent fuel bundles
stored at each reactor site be under surveillance
and seal. Current practice is to load the
bundles into trays each containing 48 bundles
and to assemble 20 to 25 of these trays into
stacks. Full stacks are then secured by a cover
held in position by two cap seals (Figure 1).

Fig. 1 - CANDU Spent Fuel Storage

The design of the stacked trays is such that fuel
bundles can only be removed by breaking the seals
and removing the covers.

Since the fuel stack integrity depends on
the security of the two cap seals securing the
fuel stack cover, considerable effort has been
expended on seal development. So far this work
has produced the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Random Coil (ARC) seal1 which Is now ready for
field tests in an operating power reactor.
However, it has been thought expedient to develop
alternatives, including an optically inspected
seal as well as the ARC seal.

2. Implementation of the Optical Spent Fuel Seal

All functional sealing systems must have
both an identity and an integrity feature. The
seal identity is the set of characteristics
uniquely identifying each seal, so that inspec-
tion of the seal proves that the original seal
has not been replaced by another. In a difficult-
to-defeat seal, the identity should be produced
by a truly random, irreproducible process. The
seal integrity is that characteristic of the seal
that is irreparably damaged when the seal is
removed or tampered with; it is desirable to have
a prominent weak link which is broken when the
seal is removed.

For ease of inspection and to minimize false
alarms it is essential that both identity and
integrity be as clearly defined as possible. It
is also advantageous if both identity and integrity
are combined in one element so that both seal
characteristics are verified by a single
operation.

The cost and effort associated with seal
verification are minimized if seals can be
inspected in-situ, thus eliminating the need for
removal to check identity and integrity. ln-situ
inspection implies that a non-destructive inspec-
tion method be used.

Since the fuel stacks are submerged approxi-
mately 5 m below the surface of the spent fuel bay,
the inspection technique chosen must be adaptable
to these conditions. Optical techniques are
excellent for this primarily because the technology
is well established and understood and a wide
choice of commercial equipment is available-
Cameras having long focal length lenses may be used
from above the surface of the bay water, or if the
water is dirty or disturbed by convection currents,
a waterproof camera with a short focal length lens
may be used close to the seal* Seal Images can be
easily recorded on normal or instant films and
video tape or displayed on TV monitors*

An optically inspected seal requires a
visible random pattern as an identity. The
following pattern production methods have been
evaluated at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
(CRNL):



suspending•opaque particles in a transparent
matrix,
mixing immiscible molten materials and cooling
the resultant mixture, and
growing large crystals in metals.

The method of growing large crystals in metals
was finally adopted because seal identities can
easily be machined from metals and because complex
highly visible patterns can be produced. Excellent
patterns with crystals 0.5 to 1 cm diameter have
been grown in crystal bar zirconium by thermal
cycling in vacuo between 1000°C and 300°C followed
by chemical polishing and oxidation for one hour at
5O0°C2 (Fig. 2). Similar patterns are found in
as-cast 99.99% "Superpure" aluminum etched In a
hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, hydrofluoric acid
and wacer mixture^ (Fig. 3a). An aluminum identity
was finally chosen for the optical cap seal because
large crystals are usually present in the as-cast
material thus eliminating the complex heat treat-
ment. Aluminum crystal patterns have a further
advantage, their appearance depends markedly on the
direction of illumination (Figs. 3a and 3b). This
phenomenon can be used to verify that the seal has
not been replaced by a photographic copy.

Fig. 2 - Crystal Pattern Grown in Pure Zirconium

The optical cap seal is formed by setting a
disc of "Superpure" aluminum in the top of the cap.
The identity is the upper visible part of this
disc. The integrity is formed by milling a deep
circular slot in the back of the identity to form a
weak area in the centre of the disc (Fig. 4). The
weak area ts connected to a non-return pin that
engages with a collet in the fuel stack tie-rod.
Thus, removal ot the seal pulls the centre of the
identity right out of the seal. In this way the
seal identity and integrity are combined in one
easily inspected element. The design has a further
advantage that the aluminum identity plastically
deforms before breaking, irreversibly destroying
the pattern.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 - Crystal Patterns Grown in Pure Aluminum
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Fig. 4 - Optical Seal Nut and Tie Rod



As a further aid to positive identification of
the seal, the non-return pin is fitted with a
release sleeve allowing it to be freed from the
collet after the seal has been broken. Thus, both
parts of the seal identity can be removed and
critically examined for signs of counterfeiting or
repair either on site or at headquarters.

This simple seal nut design is:

easily inspectable by a wide range of com-
mercially available optical equipment,
readily adaptable to new optical techniques, and
completely compatible with the current fuel

stack design.

Besides its use in the optical cap seal, the
concept of using crystals in aluminum could readily
be adapted to other Safeguards applications such as
the commonly used "E" and "X" type seals by machin-
ing these seals from the as-cast aluminum instead
of copper or stainless steel. Furthermore, since
large crystals are also present in as-rolled
"Superpure" aluminum sheet, "Tie" seals, or self
adhesive seals could possibly be manufactured; the
high visibility and truly random nature of the
crystal pattern would make this type of seal much
more difficult to duplicate than current printed
paper seals.

The crystalline pure metal concept would also
be suggested as a Fuel Assembly Identity Device
(FAID) for light water reactor fuel by welding a
small button or bar of crystalline metal to the
fuel assembly. However, since the whole assembly
is subject to the high temperature, high flux
conditions in the reactor; a zirconium identity
would have to he used for thij; application.

3. Optical Seal Identification Techniques

The unique characteristics of the optical
seal identity/integrity element reside solely in
the combination of different crystal shapes visible
on the surface; not in the different shades of
colour or differences in reflectivity of the
various crystals. Additional confidence in the
seal identity can be obtained by lighting the
identity surface from two or more different angles
to give different images of the seal.

Verification of the optical seal Involves a
comparison of a current crystal pattern with one
made when the seal was Installed. If the images
are the same, then the seal has not been tampered
with. The simplest method of making this type of
comparison is to place the two images side-by-
side and examine them by eye for similarities.
The human eye is an excellent comparator and the
average person has no difficulty In judging
whether two patterns are the same or not. A more
accurate method of comparison is to superimpose a
negative of one image over a positive of the other.
This may be done by simply sliding the negative
over the positive. If the two images are the same,
there will be a position where the transmission of
the entire composite image will be zero and there
will be no image structure visible. This again is
a very simple operation, especially if the seal
identity has an identification number stamped on it
to aid in alignment. Finally, it is possible to

make the comparison using computer aided image
processing. The images are first digitized and the
digital data stored in the computer memory, then
the digitized images may be compared using one or
more comparison algorithms to give a very accurate
value for the similarity of the two images.

Lastly the seal verification process requires
an optical system capable of forming and storing
a clear image of the seal identity/integrity ele-
ment. Several types of system have been tested
at CRNL and two have been extensively evaluated
and tested under simulated operating conditions.

- a Questar based telescope camera used above
the surface of the bay water, and
a waterproof TV camera used close to the seal.

The Questar camera is based on a Questar 700 tele-
photo lens and fitted with either 35 ram or 12.5 cm
by 10 cm "Polaroid" film backs (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 - Questar-Based Telescope
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This instrument produces excellent seal images if
the spent fuel bay water is clean. However, if
there are convection currents from the spent fuel,
or the bay water is turbid, it has to be used with
a long tube filled with clean water making it a lot
less convenient to use.

The miniature waterproof TV camera is the
preferred instrument for general use. It is
attached to a fixture with built-in illuminators
and locates firmly over the installed seal
(Fig. 6). Provided that the camera lens produces
an image to fill the TV screen, this system is
completely satisfactory for cap seal verification.
A TV monitor is used above the bay surface and the
reference image can be compared directly with the
TV image or a photograph taken of the screen.
Polaroid or other instant film systems, video tape
or direct digitizing and computer storage would be
the preferred method of storing seal images since
these techniques do not need additional processing
facilities and the images are rapidly available for
viewing.

h. Application of the Optical Seal System

The recommended method of application for the
Optical Cap Seal is to first make images of all
seals at IAEA headquarters for archive purposes and
then to install the seals at the site. After
installation, another image of the seal would be
recorded using the site inspection equipment.

For subsequent inspections the current seal
image would be compared with that taken on
installation or the archived image either by
side-by-side comparison or by negative positive
super imposition. Then all images would be
returned to headquarters for archiving and con-
firmation that the inspection has been correctly
made.

however, one of the advantages of optical
inspection is that the methods used can be adapt-
ed .to inspector work loads. For instance, the
inspector may only take a quick look with a sim-
ple instrument such as a pair of binoculars to
confirm that the optical seal identification num-
bers and pattern are correct and that the seals
have not been damaged by tampering. On the other
hand a submersible microscope could be used for
very high resolution examination if desired. For
higher confidence, the seal could be broken and
the broken pieces retrieved for critical examina-
tion either at site or headquarters.

The tooling required for installation,
inspection and removal of the optical cap seal
is simple in concept and easy to use; only two
persons, an operator and the Inspector are re-
quired for all the seal procedures.

5. Conclusions

The optical spent fuel cap seal is a viable
system for monitoring spent fuel storage and is
completely compatible with existing CANDU spent
fuel storage stacks. The use of an optically
inspected identity/integrity element allows the
use of a wide range of commercially available
optical equipment. In the event that the veri-
fying agency wishes the high level of confidence
associated with laboratory verified seals, the
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Fig. 6 - TV Camera Inspection System

optical seal can be removed and the pieces returned
to headquarters. Installation, inspection and
removal of the optical cap seal are simple
operations requiring few unskilled operators.

A pattern of large crystal shapes grown in
pure aluminum or zirconium is used to produce a
truly random easily inspected identity/integrity
element. The design is such that the integrity
element yields considerably before breaking so
that it is extremely difficult to undetectably
rejoin the broken pieces. Since a crystal pat-
tern in aluminum appears significantly different
when illuminated from different angles, an alumi-
num based optical seal can be verified in-situ
using a simple camera with a double illuminator.

In addition to its application in the cap
seal, the concept of using crystal patterns as
seal identity/integrity elements can be applied
to other safeguards applications such as "E" or
"X" type seals and tie seals.
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